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WORK EXPERIENCES 

Hi, I am a web developer with over 17 years of experience in web design 
and development, my extensive knowledge of web technologies has 

given me the opportunities to work with Adobe, BBC America, Warner 
Bros. Pictures, HP, NortonLifeLock, and many others. I have strong 

usability, user experience, interactive design, and development skills. I 
excel at solving problems with intuitive and efficient solutions.

Won multiple awards with the launch of Norton360 with an immersive 
Facebook VR game utilizing React360. Created robust templates 
in Salesforce Cloud, Responsys, and HubSpot, reducing our total 
work cycle time by over 60%. Built a custom email framework with 
a fluid responsive and dark mode-enabled codebase increasing our 
output by 300% while reducing our QA time substantially. Developed 
and implemented a process and workflow for my team, which 
enabled fast track paths for projects, more efficient development, 
and reduced our turnaround from 7 days to a fast track of 2 days.

Principal Web Developer (2016 - 2022)
NortonLifeLock

Built robust take-over ad experiences for the front page of sites like 
youtube and yahoo. Worked with teams at DoubleClick to create 
powerful dynamic ads for clients like Warner Bros. Pictures, which 
used geolocation to find local theaters, localize messaging, and 
creative for a custom user experience. This doubled clickthrough and 
conversion rates while reducing development time for multiple ban-
ners. Won my first Webby award for work on the BBC show Orphan 
Black which resulted in a 200% increase in awarded work from BBC. 

Senior Interactive Developer (2012 - 2016)
Pixelette Studios

Created dynamic and interactive landing pages, banners, and emails 
for clients like Adobe, Netapp, EA, and Reliant Energy. Built custom 
internal and external apps for Adobe using the then-new software 
Flex and AIR. Created a plugin for software(FireWorks) to automate 
email development from creative to HTML. This enabled our team 
to react to the extremely short turnaround times and last-minute 
changes to better serve our clients and always deliver on time.

Manager, Interface Engineer (2008 - 2016)
Grey Advertising

Maintained a database of artist events. Integrated custom 
landing pages and emails to the artist database to create 
national campaign assets for artists we promoted. Designed 
and built a platform for concertgoers to leave a shoutout 
to other fans. This included designing branding, setting up 
technology and process to record shoutouts, and building 
a landing page to host videos and capture user data.

New Media Director (2006 - 2008)
LiveNation
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AFTER EFFECTS           

MY SKILLS 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

American Advertising Award: 
 2 Gold, 8 Silver and 14 Bronze

Webby Award: 
 People’s Voice Winner

Davey Award: 
 1 Gold, 6 Silver

W3 Award: 
 1 Gold, 6 Silver

EDUCATION

Academy Of Art University, 
San Francisco
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Computer 
Arts with an emphasis in New Media


